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60245

1002 LF

1.5T-HC

Factory mounted
hard rubber wheels.

Rubber pad protects 
the lifting point.

Maximum lifting height 800 mm.

Min. height 98 mm.

Max. height 800 mm. 

Low chassis height improves access 
to lifting points deep under most 
vehicles.

Ideal for loading and unloading body 
jigs. (Chassis alignment systems).

Accessories

“Lift-and-turn” 
lowering system 

prevents 
unintentional 

lowering.

Ergonomically 
designed handle for 

operator comfort. 
Rubber coated.

Additional foot pedal 
pumping feature 

provides fast saddle 
raising to the load.

Built-in safety lowering 
control valve for safe 
lowering even under 

maximum load. 

High lift jacks 1,5 - 2 ton

Heavy duty fully 
welded structure in 
high quality steel.

Built-in pressure relief 
valve prevents 

overloading.

Bogie PU

Factory mounted, 
noiseless 

polyurethane rollers 
and wheels.  
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60200

3T-HC

5T-HC
8T-HC

8T-HC

Model  Max  A  B  C  D  E   F   Kg
  (Ton)     (mm)      (mm)      (mm)     (mm)       (mm)      (mm) 

1.5T-HC   1.5  98  800  1050  160  380  925  52

2T-HC    2  98  735  1035   200  380  1045  53

3T-HC    3  130  860  1620  210  460  1045  88

5T-HC   5  180  960  1830  350  475  1045  181

8T-HC   8  180  960  1830  350  475  1045  186

10T-HC   10  210  710  1700  290  475  1045  139

Built-in safety lowering 
control valve for safe 
lowering even under 

maximum load.

Air rubber tyres 
fitted on point of 
balance enhance 
manoeuvrability 

of large jacks. 
Will flatten under 

load.

Accessories

Max. height 960 mm.

High lift jacks  3 - 10 ton

Accessories. 
(Nr. 60200)

“Lift-and-turn” 
lowering system 
prevents 
unintentional 
lowering.

Ergonomically 
designed handle for 
operator comfort. 
Rubber coated.

Large swivel wheels 
for easy handling.

Additional foot pedal pumping 
feature provides fast saddle 

raising to the load.

Built-in pressure 
relief valve 
prevents 
overloading.

Heavy duty 
fully welded 
structure in high 
quality steel.

Max. height 860 mm.

Helping you do your job the best way you can.treadwayequipped.co.nz




